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Newsletter 2104
Note from the On Sex
Hi Harriets,
As the more observant of you will notice there have been some changes since the last newsletter!
Due to the pressures she finds herself under our GM, Rambo, has tendered her resignation to the
committee, and as laid down in the rules of the club, they have duly appointed a replacement
GM. So, from this week, we welcome Justbeer as our new GM, and look to her to lead the club
through the rest of this, our fortieth year.
Our thanks to Hard Khaw for his run last week and the crate of beer he generously gave as well!
Several Harriets attended the Borobudor Interhash in Java last week and what a great event it
was! Many Hashers are saying it was the best yet, and certainly it was the only Interhash where
the President of the country has joined in and run.
Pocito (Puki Toe) sends her best wishes to all the Hash and wishes she were here, even though it is
Queen Elizabeth’s Jubilee this week!

**** Next Run **** 2104
7th June 2012 – Money Manfred at TAR College

Hareline 2012
Run
Number

Date

Name

Location

2105
2106
2107
2108
2109
2110
2111

14 Jun
21 Jun
28 Jun
05 Jul
12 Jul
19 Jul
26 Jul

Snow White
Texas Tits
Jorgen
TT Yeo
Big Willy
Silent Man
Kiss Me

Youth Park Info Centre
Francis Corner
Dejuice
Francis Corner

If you cannot make your date, please let the committee know at least 8
weeks in advance. Less than this and YOU will be responsible for finding
somebody to exchange dates with.
Can those in the Hare line above please give me your venues as soon as
possible.

Burst
Run Number: 2103
Vanue: Island Glades Chinese Temple
Hare: Hard Khaw
Scribe: Silent Man
The run started at 6.05 pm. Not a lot of hashers for today’s run, I think about 10 to
15 members only. After some briefing from VGM, the CO-Hare, Good Year,
announced it is a medium run with one check. The front runners, lead by G-man,
head towards the second lane from the Chinese Temple. We have to get through a
step full of algae, and then after they break the check, we hike along the tar road to
Bukit Gambier Tua Pek Kong Temple.
When we reached the Temple, Rupiah and Edna decide not to go any further. I am
a sweeper so I have no choice; I took them skirting the lower part of Bukit Gambier
back to Island Glades Chinese Temple ……
ON! ON!

The Evening
(With apologies from the On Sex who was in Java and so doesn’t know what the hell was going on!)

Seems it was an evening for group photos!

A daring picture to take on a dark night!

Pole Dancer on ice!

...and being subjected to the Bum Titty song unless I am much mistaken!

GM on Ice

...followed by Ganreen and Sex Bitch

Not sure who the three in the back row are!

Money Manfred... why not!

Cheng, being thanked for bringing DURIANS maybe?

Advice from Geeman!

At least Shirleen looks happy.

...and finally, thanks to the hare, Hard Khaw!

This Week a Birthday Greeting Goes TO
Pole Dancer and The General

HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

Invitation Runs

June 2012

Philippines Hash Bash 2013Apr 19-21, 2013
La Union, Philippines
Contact Wild
Solstice Hash on Tour SHOT 15 Jun 15-17, 2012 wolf/Propositionjlv@jamesleevalentine.com
Sulaiwesi, Indonesia. Detailshere

May 2013

July 2012
Wild Wolf Birthday BashJul 6-8, 2012
Phuket, Thailand
Contact Wild
Wolf/Propositionjlv@jamesleevalentine.com

April 2013

May 31-Jun 2, 2013
- Borneo Nash Hash 2013
- organised by Bintulu Hash
- Bintulu, Sarawak, Malaysia
- Contact Bintulu Hash
or OC Stanley Sung 019 884 1380

Philippines Nash Hash 2013Apr 12-14, 2013
Subic Bay Philippines
Contact TBA

Funnies
1. A very tired nurse walks into a bank, totally exhausted after an 18-hour shift.
Preparing to write a check, she pulls a rectal thermometer out of her purse and
tries to write with it. When she realizes her mistake, she looks at the flabbergasted
teller, and without missing a beat, she says:
'Well, that's great....that's just great..........some asshole's got my pen!'
2. The seven dwarfs go to the Vatican , and because they are the seven dwarfs, they are
immediately ushered in to see the Pope.
Grumpy leads the pack.
'Grumpy, my son,' says the Pope, 'What can I do for you?'
Grumpy asks, 'Excuse me your Excellency, but are there any dwarf nuns in Rome ?'
The Pope wrinkles his brow at the odd question, thinks for a moment and answers, 'No,
Grumpy, there are no dwarf nuns in Rome .'

In the background, a few of the dwarfs start giggling.
Grumpy turns around and glares, silencing them.
Grumpy turns back, 'Your Worship, are there any dwarf nuns in all of Europe ?'
The Pope, puzzled now, again thinks for a moment and then answers, 'No, Grumpy, there
are no dwarf nuns in Europe ..
'This time, all of the other dwarfs burst into laughter.
Once again, Grumpy turns around and silences them with an angry glare.
Grumpy turns back and says, 'Mr.. Pope! Are there ANY dwarf nuns anywhere in the
world?'
The Pope, really confused by the questions says, 'I'm sorry, my son, there are no dwarf
nuns anywhere in the world.'
The other dwarfs collapse into a heap, rolling and laughing, pounding the floor, tears
rolling down their cheeks, as they begin chanting......
'Grumpy shagged a penguin!'
'Grumpy shagged a penguin!'

By taking part in a Hash House Harriets Penang run or event, you
agree not to hold the organisers or any affiliated individual
responsible for any injury or mishap that may happen to you.

